
Introduction

Previous investigations showed that the ternary

germanate glass K2O·TiO2·3GeO2 is very interesting

because of its potential application in optoelectronic

devices. As reported, K2TiGe3O9 nanocrystals are formed

on crystallization of this glass [1–3]. The crystallized

glass showed second harmonic generations (SHGs),

which was induced by the presence of K2TiGe3O9

crystals [3]. Accordingly, knowledge of the crystallization

process is very important for the preparation of a crys-

tallized glass with the desired microstructure and

properties [4]. A study of the nucleation process of

this glass showed that homogenous nucleation of

K2TiGe3O9 crystals occurred with a high steady state

nucleation rate I
max

~10
15

m
–3

s
–1

[5]. Such nucleation

behavior is the result of low thermodynamic and ki-

netic barriers. In the range of high undercooling, crystal

growth of K2TiGe3O9 with spherical morphology

occurred by the mechanism of screw dislocation [6].

This study deals with the crystallization of

K2O·TiO2·3GeO2 glass powder under non-isothermal

conditions. To clarify in details the crystallization process,

differential thermal analysis (DTA), X-ray diffraction

(XRD) and scanning electronic microscopy (SEM)

methods were employed in the present investigation.

Experimental

The K2O·TiO2·3GeO2 glass was prepared by melting

a homogeneous mixture of reagent grade K2CO3, TiO2

(both Fluka Chemicals) and GeO2 (electronic grade)

in a platinum crucible. The melting was performed in

an electric furnace BLF 17/3 at T=1300°C during

t=2 h. The glass was obtained by quenching the melt

on a steel plate. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)

analysis confirmed the quenched melts to be vitreous.

The glass samples were transparent, without visible

residual gas bubbles.

The experiments under non-isothermal conditions

were performed with a Netzsch STA 409 EP device

using Al2O3 powder as the reference material.

Powdered samples of <0.037, 0.037–0.063, 0.063–0.10,

0.10–0.20, 0.20–0.30, 0.30–0.40, 0.40–0.50, 0.50–0.63,

0.63–0.83, 0.83–1.0 mmwere examined. The samples

(100 mg) were heated at a heating rate of 10°C min
–1

from 20 to 800°C. Additionally, the samples of particle

sizes of <0.037 and 0.5–0.63 mm were heated at rates

of 5, 8, 15 and 20°C min
–1
.

The XRD method was used to determine the phase

composition. The XRD patterns were obtained on a

Philips PW-1710 automated diffractometer using a

Cu tube operated at 40 kV and 32 mA. The instrument

was equipped with a diffracted beam curved graphite

monochromator and a Xe-filled proportional counter.

The diffraction data were collected in the 2� Bragg

angle range from 4 to 70°, counting for 0.25 s at every

0.02° step. The divergence and receiving slits were

fixed at 1 and 0.1 units, respectively. The XRD

measurements were performed at room temperature in

a stationary sample holder.

A Jeol JSM 6460 microscope was used for the

SEM investigations. The fractured bulk samples were

used for the SEM analyses. The samples for SEM

investigation were gold sputtered.
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Results and discussion

The results of the chemical analysis show that the

composition of the glass was close to stoichiometric

for K2O·TiO2·3GeO2, Table 1.

The XRD analyses of the heat treated glass samples

confirmed that K2TiGe3O9 crystals were formed [7],

Fig. 1. This result indicates that the crystalline phase

had the same composition as the parent glass.

Figure 2 shows a SEM microphotograph of a

sample thermally treated at T=560°C for time t=110 min,

which illustrate the growth morphology in form of a

large number of spherically-shaped crystals.

To determine the effect of the particle size on the

crystallization mechanism of the powder glass, DTA

curves of glass samples of particle sizes 0–1 mm were

recorded at a heating rate of v=10°C min
–1
. All the DTA

curves showed only one exothermal peak, appearing

in the temperature range Tp=619 - 626°C, Fig. 3.

This curve is similar of the curve obtained for

glasses crystallized polymorphically, where Tp increased

with increasing particle size, regardless of the dominant

crystallization mechanism [8]. Such a behavior can be

explained by a decrease in the number of surface nuclei

with increasing the particle size and a simultaneous

increase in the number of volume nuclei, the total

number of nuclei increasing continuously resulting in

an increase of the quantitative amount of this phase

and its contribution to the DTA signal.

Experimental and theoretical studies have shown

that the particle size of powder glass influences the

mechanism of its crystallization [9, 10]. In the case of

polymorphic crystallization by volume and surface

nucleation and interface-limited growth, the height of

the exothermal DTA peak (�T)p is proportional to

total number of nuclei (volume and surface) contained

in the glass particle [10]. Accordingly, the DTA peak

height is sensitive to the contributions of these nuclei

in the glass particles. The ratio T
p

2
/(�T)p, where Tp is

the DTA peak temperature and (�T)p is the half-width

of the DTA peak, shows a similar dependency on

particle size. This ratio is related to the dimension of

crystal growth and can be used as a qualitative

measure for surface and volume crystallization [12].

The influence of particle size on the parameters

(�T)p and T
p

2
/(�T)p is shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, it

can be seen that similar curves, having three regions,
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Table 1 Chemical analysis of the glass

Oxide, xi/mass%

GeO2 K2O TiO2

Nominal 64.32 19.30 16.37

Analyzed 63.93 19.27 16.80
Fig. 1 XRD patterns of: a – the parent glass, b – a sample

crystallized at T=560°C for t=110 min and c – a sample

crystallized at T=640°C for t=1000 min

Fig. 2 SEM micrograph of a crystallized glass sample after

heat treatment at T=560°C for t=110 min

Fig. 3 Effect of particle size on the DTA exothermal peak

temperature Tp

Fig. 4 Effect of particle size on the DTA exothermal peak

height (�T)p and the ratio T
p

2
/(�T)p
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were obtained for both parameters. In the grain size

range of 0–0.15 mm (smallest particle sizes, region 1),

both parameters decreased with increasing particle

size and surface crystallization dominated. Both

surface and volume crystallization were important in

the size interval 0.15–0.45 mm (region 2), which

immediately followed the minimum and extended to

the point where the curve nearly attained its asymptotic

value. For particle sizes of 0.45–1 mm (region 3),

increasing the particle size and volume did not

significantly increase the number of volume nuclei or

total number of nuclei. Therefore, both parameters

(�T)p and T
p

2
/(�T)p remain approximately constant and

the volume mechanism of crystallization is dominant.

Based of the results of the effect of particle size

on the crystallization mechanism of powder glass, for

the determination of the crystallization kinetics under

non-isothermal conditions, samples particle sizes of

<0.037 mm and 0.5–0.63 mmwere chosen. The samples

were heated at different heating rates from 20 to 800°C.

The DTA curves of the sample of grain size

0.5–0.63 mm recorded at different heating rates are shown

in Fig. 5, from which it may be seen that the

crystallization temperature peak, Tp, shifted to higher

temperatures with increasing heating rate. A similar

behavior was observed for the sample of particle size

<0.037 mm. The Tp values recorded at different

heating rates for both samples were given in Table 2.

A similar behavior was observed for the sample

of particle size <0.037 mm. The Tp values recorded at

different heating rates for both samples were given in

Table 2.

The majority of the non-isothermal methods has

been criticized for assuming an Arrhenian temperature

dependence of the transformation kinetics and hence

do not have general validity [13, 14]. The temperature

dependence of the nucleation rate, I, is far from

Arrhenian, and the temperature dependence of the

crystal growth rate, U, is also not Arrhenian when a

broad range of temperatures is considered. This

makes the calculated kinetic parameters reliable and

unambiguous only in certain controlled cases. In a

sufficiently limited range of temperature (such as the

range of crystallization peaks in DTA), both I and U

can be described by the approximations:

I=I0exp(–EN/RT) (1)

and

U=U0exp(–EG/RT) (2)

where EN and EG are the effective activation energies

for nucleation and crystal growth, respectively. For

the case of isothermal crystallization with I and U

independent of time, t, the volume fraction crystallized,

x, is given by the Kolmogorov–Johnson–Mehl–Avrami

(KJMA) relation:

x=1–exp[–(Kt)
n
] (3)

where n is the Avrami exponent, which is a

dimensionless constant, related to the nucleation and

growth mechanisms. Here K is defined as the reaction

rate constant, which is usually assigned an Arrhenian

temperature dependence [15, 16]:

K=K0exp(–E/RT) (4)

where E is the effective activation energy describing

the overall crystallization process. In Eq. (3) K
n
�IU

m
,

wherem denotes the dimensionality of crystal growth.

Hence, the assumption of an Arrhenian temperature

dependence for K is appropriate when I and U vary in

an Arrhenian manner with T. From Eqs (1)–(4), the

overall effective activation energy for crystallization

is expressed as [17]:

E�(EN+mEG)/n (5)

This assumption holds under following of conditions:

• The nucleation rate is negligible, i.e. the condition

of site saturation. The occurrence of site saturation

in crystal nucleation enables the complicated

temperature dependence of the nucleation rate to be

neglected and if the temperature dependence of the

crystal growth rate is dominated by that of the

viscosity, the reaction rate coefficient,K, can reasonably

be approximated as Arrhenian over a temperature

range around the temperature of the crystallization

peak. This condition allows the crystallization

process to be considered as an isokinetic reaction,

i.e. the crystallization rate is dependent only on
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Table 2 Temperature of the crystallization peak, Tp, for dif-

ferent heating rates � of powder samples of particle

size <0.037 and 0.5–0.63 mm

Granulations/

mm

�/°C min
–1

5 8 10 15 20

<0.037 Tp/°C 616 619 627 637 639

0.5–0.63 Tp/°C 618 623 625 643 647

Fig. 5 DTA curves of the powder sample of particle size

0.5–0.63 mm recorded at different heating rates
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temperature and not on the previous thermal history.

The activation energy obtained from DTA method

is simply mEG/n, where EG is the activation energy

of crystal growth.

• When the nucleation rate and the crystal rate have

Arrhenian temperature dependences then activation

energy, E, is the effective activation energy given

by Eq. (5). When the chemical composition of the

melt and the crystals are same, the kinetics of

crystallization is controlled by interface reactions.

For this case, using Eqs (1)–(5) Matusita and

Sakka [18, 19], the equation for the analysis of

non-isothermal crystallization were derived as:

ln .
�

n

p

2

a

p

const

T

�� �
mE

RT
(6)

where R is the gas constant. The values of parameters

n and m depend on the rate controlling mechanism of

the crystallization kinetics, while the value of Ea is

obtained from the ratio ln(�
n
/T

p

2
) vs. 1/Tp using the

corresponding values for n and m. In cases when the

experiments were performed in such a way that the

glass samples were saturated with nuclei before the

crystal growth (condition a), then parameter Ea may be

interpreted as the activation energy of crystal growth.

Accordingly, to satisfy the condition of a

constant number of nuclei during crystal growth, the

glass powder with smallest particle size of <0.037 mm

was chosen. In the range of the smallest granulation,

of the total number of nuclei present, the number of

surface nuclei is dominant with respect to the internal

ones. Therefore, the number of nuclei does not

significantly change with heating, while the crystal

growth rate becomes considerable. Also, the results of

investigations under isothermal conditions indicated

that the crystals of K2TiGe3O9 are formed by

interface-controlled growth. Since, the crystal growth

in these DTA experiments occurred on a constant

number of nuclei, n=m=1 (surface crystallization) and

Eq. (6) becomes the same as the well-known Kissinger

equation [20]. The Tp temperatures recorded for this

sample at different heating rates are presented in

Table 2. An activation energy of K2TiGe3O9 crystal

growth of Ea,s=327	50 kJ mol
–1

was calculated by

applying the Kissinger equation. Comparing this value

of Ea,s with the activation energy of K2TiGe3O9

crystal growth obtained under isothermal condition,

�GD, [5], a difference can be seen. However, the

value of Ea,s was calculated using a smaller correlation

coefficients of 0.97 and a higher standard deviation

compared to the calculation of �GD. This indicates

that there was a larger scattering of the results in the

non-isothermal experiments. Thus, the value of Ea,s at

the upper scattering limit is in agreement with �GD.

Accordingly, it can be concluded that the value of Ea,s

determined under non-isothermal condition within

the range of experimental error is in accordance with

the value of �GD, which was determined from

isothermal experiments.

For the sample of particle size 0.5–0.63 mm,

volume crystallization is dominant i.e., of the total

number of nuclei present, the number of volume nuclei

is dominant with respect to the surface ones. For this

sample, the significant process is volume-homogenous

nucleation. A study of the nucleation in this glass [4]

showed that volume nucleation occurs in the temperature

interval of T=540–610°C. The steady state nucleation

rate is very high with a maximum at 582°C. Also, the

temperature intervals of nucleation and crystal

growth of this glass partly overlap. However, in the

temperature interval T=540–582°C, the rate of

homogenous nucleation increases, i.e., the number of

volume nuclei increases and at 582°C the maximum

number of volume nuclei is present in the sample.

Above 582°C, the nucleation rate decreases rapidly,

so that there is a negligible increase in the number of

volume nuclei in the sample. Practically, at T>600°C,

the number of volume nuclei in the sample remains

constant irrespective of the chosen heating rate. By

changing the heating rate, the time for the treatment

of the sample in the nucleation temperature range also

changes and, consequently, so does the number of

volume nuclei in the sample. It was indicated during

the DTA experiments that the number of nuclei is

inversely proportional to the heating rate. Otherwise,

remarkable changes of the growth rate of K2TiGe3O9

crystal growth rates occur exactly at temperatures

above 582°C. The results of the DTA experiments,

Fig. 5 and Table 2, show that the peaks corresponding

to crystallization occur at temperatures above 600°C.

For the analysis of the DTA results according

Eq. (6), it is necessary to know the values of the

parameters n and m. The value of the parameter n may

be determined on the basis of the same DTA curves.

Parameter n was determined according to the Ozawa

method [21] from the following ratio:

d

d
T

(log[ ln( )])

log

� �
��

1 x
n

�
(7)

This method avoids the assumption of the

temperature dependence of the rate coefficient K. It

thus enables a reasonable estimation of parameter n [22].

The volume fraction of crystals, x were obtained from

the ratio x=S/S0 where S designates the peak surface at

the chosen temperature, while S0 is the total surface of

the corresponding DTA peak. The positions of the

crystallization peak on the DTA curves of this sample

recorded at heating rates � of 8, 10, 15 and 20°C min
–1

enabled the determination of four values of x at the

selected temperature T=637°C to be determined. The plot

�IVANOVI� et al.
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of log[–ln(1–x)] vs. log� is shown in Fig. 6. From the

slope of this plot, the value of n=4.15	0.4 was calculated.

Taking into consideration experimental errors,

this value is close to n=4, which is characteristic for

three-dimensional crystal growth controlled by the in-

terface at a nuclei density inversely proportional to

the heating rate. For this case n=m+1. On the basis of

the recorded Tp,s at various heating rates and the values

of parameters n and m, an activation energy of crystal

growth Ea,v=359	64 kJ mol
–1

was calculated according

to Eq. (6). The plot of ln(�
4
/T

p

2
) vs. 1/ Tp is shown in

Fig. 7.

Also, in this case, the modified Ozawa method

[18, 19] can be applied using the relationship:

ln� = –(mEa,oz/nRTp)+const. (8)

Using Eq. (8), the activation energy of crystal

growth Ea,oz=379	50 kJ mol
–1

was calculated.

The derived values for the activation energy of

crystal growth of K2TiGe3O9 for isothermal [6] and

non-isothermal conditions are summarized in Table 3.

As can be see from Table 3, there is agreement

between the activation energy of K2TiGe3O9, crystal

growth determined under isothermal and non-isothermal

conditions, taking into account experimental errors.

The activation energy of crystal growth was calculated

to be Ea,v=359	64 kJ mol
–1
.

Conclusions

Experiments under non-isothermal conditions were

performed with powder samples of particle sizes 0–1 mm.

The results showed that the particle size of the powder

glass influences the mechanism of its crystallization.

Three different regions of particle sizes were

appeared. For the particle size range of 0–0.15 mm,

surface crystallization was dominant. If the particle

size are 0.15–0.45 mm, both surface and volume

crystallization were significant, while with particle

size >0.45 mm, volume crystallization was dominant.

The kinetics of crystallization was examined by

DTA under non-isothermal conditions with two powder

samples of particle sizes <0.037 mm and 0.5–0.63 mm

at different heating rates. The surface crystallization

for the sample with particle sizes <0.037 mm and

volume one for sizes 0.5–0.6 mm were detected. For

both samples the crystallization peaks Tp increased

with increasing heating rate. For the sample of particle

sizes <0.037 mm, the crystal growth occurred on a

constant number of nuclei and the activation energy

of crystal growth was calculated as Ea,s=327	50 kJ mol
–1
.

For the sample particle sizes 0.5–0.63 mm,

three-dimensional crystals growth controlled by the

interface took place with the nuclei density being

inversely proportional to the heating rate and the

activation energy of crystal growth was calculated to

be Ea,v=359	64 kJ mol
–1
. These results show the

agreement between the activation energies of K2TiGe3O9

crystal growth determined under isothermal and

non-isothermal conditions.
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Fig. 6 Plot of log[–ln(1–x)] vs. log� at T=637°C

Fig. 7 The plot of ln( / )�
4
T

p

2
vs. 1/Tp for a powder sample of

particle size 0.5–0.63 mm

Table 3 The activation energy of crystal growth K2TiGe3O9

determined for non-isothermal and isothermal

conditions

Particle

size/mm

DTA activation energy/kJmol
–1

�GD/

kJmol
–1

Kissinger Eq. (6) Ozawa Eq. (8)

<0.037 327	50 –

0.5–0.63 359	64 379	50

Bulk [6] – – 374	19
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